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English Testimonials – VEMMA Nutrition Formula
 

Sng Cheng Chuanh – Singapore

“Hi, everybody! I am a pedantic person, stubborn, once bedridden with lingering diseases such as heart disease, vascular sclerosis, diabetes, cholesterol, fatty
liver, high acidity, uric acid. cholelithiasis and so on.

It has been twenty years for taking medical prescription, daily medication in-take of 10 pills and above, consuming 4 to 5 times a day. In a word, it is
extremely suffering if not taking persistently and has to drink up to 5 to 6 cups of coffee a day.This has led to overweight.

In October 2004, my wife was recommended to New Vision until today Vemma products, she keeps introducing to me with well intention yet I was being
stubborn, rejecting and always arguing and bickering with my wife for many times. Through patience, tolerance, love and encouragement that my wife had
shown deeply affected me to accept the products.

Until the beginning of December 2004, I began to feel sleepy, lack of strength throughout the body, and aches all over on the first tormenting week. He stink
of sweat is unpleasant when the fourth week approaching. Three month later, the numbness of the four limbs had reduced, less greasy skin and the stink of
sweat gradually gone down too. The above mentioned situation was sustaining from December 2004 to June 2005. All thanks to the Company and Vemma
products.

After having medical checkup by doctor, I now no longer need to take any drugs (date: 8/4/2006).

During the medical checkup (date: 10/8/06), my health condition has drastically improved, and I am free from previous sufferings. I truly hope that people
can adopt an open-minded attitude towards health supplements, meanwhile, cherish what we have in the present, forget about the past, accomplished the
remaining wonderful life. Facing up to the future bravely, making yourself to live happier and healthier. Last but not least, quoting a phrase of advice from
the Singapore Prime Minister: “Reduce the medical cost and contribute to the society” when you are still a live. Let us encourage each other in our endeavors.”
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Ng Lieu – Singapore

“Hi! My name is Ng Lieu and I am very happy to share some personal experience of my life for all my friends and pregnant women.

As a 6 months pregnancy wife – I seriously worry for me and my child’s health since I couldn’t really eat and drink properly due to vomiting that made my
health getting worst and worst every day. I don’t know how other pregnant women feel but for me that was very terrible period brought me to see doctor
daily. My doctor said my body absolutely lack of vitamins, supplements and become skinny that it could harm my child so he gave me a lot of pills which I
should take daily as normal meals. However, all these effort made me more depressive and I began to scare of food and pills.

One day, my husband started to join Vemma online business and he brought home 2 bottles of Vemma liquid nutritional products which contains a lot of
vitamins and essential minerals  from food that could be found on daily grocery list, such as: vitamin C, E, D, A, B12…. I started to drink it and found that my
body seem like a sponge which absolutely absorbed these delicious drinks than other vitamin pills. My body is starting to gain normal weight and my child
getting healthier.”

 

Tony Wong – UK

“I start with Verve (Vemma energy drink), & drink that daily without any suspicious, until one afternoon, I found a packet of tissue in my jacket which was still
sealed. July is summer time here in the UK, I normally having running nose in the morning which at least used up half pack of tissue 6 sheets, if not more.
WHY? Hay fever!!! But, this afternoon (on 12 days I drank Verve), I am not even use any of them. Does this coincidence? I don’t know but I didn’t take any
more medication which I had for 5 years now. No more medication now for me. Does it cure me? I will said it reduce my sufferings to very minimal, instead of
cure.”

 

Andre Le Roux – Canada

“For the past year I have been seeing doctors regarding my neck and shoulder pain, I have been for MRI and all they can tell me, you have compressed
vertebres, associated to my mountain bike racing days and all the accumulated falls and injuries, before taking Vemma I couldn’t bring my right arm past my
hip, the doctors wanted me to have a shot in my shoulder to take away the pain and give me more flexibility, I refused because it is only a cover up of the
problem. They said that it was not severe enough for an operation at this time maybe later when it gets worst. After 5 weeks of taking vemma, all my pain are
gone, all inflammations are gone, my arm is back to normal and I am a very happy person.”

 

 

 

Chinese Video Testimonials – VEMMA Nutrition Formula
 



1. Chinese Video Testimonial 1

Vemma Product Testimonials – sharing by Mr Aljoe from Malaysia.
Diabetes
来自�来西�的 Aljoe (建�）的���品��。
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English Testimonials – Vemma Bode Weight Management Program
 

Annica Saunders
Brand Partner from Colorado

Lost 23 pounds and 9 inches.**

I started my pregnancy 10
pounds overweight and gained
the normal amount during the
pregnancy.

After I had the baby I lost
some, but I was still wearing
maternity clothes months after
I’d had my daughter.

I started on the Bod•ē
program, and learned that if
you give 100%, you’ll see 100%
results.

In just three months, I lost 23
pounds and went from a size
12 to a size 6.** Losing all this
weight was easier than I’d
thought it would be.**

I’m down to my goal weight, I
have a lot of energy now and
feel more confident.** When
you feel good, it reflects on
your attitude with
everything!”

 

 



Charlie Holstein
Brand Partner from California

Lost 35 pounds and 18 ¼ inches.**

Within the first few weeks, I dropped 20 pounds.**

I couldn’t believe it; I thought the scale must be broken.

Right away I could see and feel a difference, and that kept me
motivated. But, the most important result of the Bod•ē Plan is
what it has done for my health, with my results now in the normal
range!*

I am a walking billboard for my family and friends, and tell them
that if you stay on the Bod•ē program, it’ll come off!**

I’ve never won anything in my life, and here I am, the men’s Grand
Prize winner of the Vemma Bod•ē 12-Week Transformation
Challenge.”

 

Lori Davis
Brand Partner from Illinois

Lost 37 pounds and 9 inches.**

Vemma Bod•ē wasn’t some miserable experience of
endurance like other diets I’ve tried.

Within two weeks, my stomach had shrunk dramatically.** I
didn’t have to starve myself, I didn’t feel hungry and I wasn’t
skipping meals. And my body shape has changed so much!**
I can’t get over it!**

It’s amazing to me when people tell me they’re inspired by my
success.

For years, I had low self-confidence. I was the plump lady at
the gym in a big, baggy sweatshirt. I avoided all my
husband’s work parties. Now, I feel vibrant and energetic.**

I feel like pinching myself because I can’t believe this is my
life now. I love Vemma. I love Bod•ē, and I love what it’s done
for me and my family.”

 

Mike Ortega
Brand Partner from Virginia

Lost 62 pounds and 27 inches.**

Vemma Bod•ē, I love this
product! When I was in the
military, I was a solid 205 lbs.
and I never had to worry about



a weight issue because I was
always in the gym. After leaving
the service, and between
spending quality time with my
newborn son, family and
working, there was no time for
the gym. I continued to eat the
foods I love and my weight
reached a staggering 262 lbs.

In the past, whenever I hear the
word “diet” I would cringe and
couldn’t stand the thought of
giving up eating the foods I love.

On the Bod•ē Plan, I still eat my
meats, but I grill everything
now; no more frying foods. I
have lost SIXTY-TWO LBS in 12
WEEKS!**

Bod•ē has literally changed my
LIFE!

I have my energy back and the
biggest plus is I can keep up
with my son now.** This
program is the REAL DEAL and
I would recommend Bod•ē to
anyone!”

 

Timothy Niskanen
Brand Partner from Illinois

Lost 30 pounds and 12 inches.**

I needed something BIG to help me lower my weight so I could
stop living in the danger zone for my health.

Before Bod•ē came along, I used to be a huge carb eater and
graze on snacks all night when I got home from work; nothing
could stop me from eating!

I am so happy now to have something to curb my appetite,
increase muscle, lose weight, and wake me up to reality!**

It doesn’t matter where you are or what you’re doing, Bod•ē is
an easy form of weight management even for a guy!”

 



Juliet Greene
Brand Partner from Colorado

Lost 23 pounds and 9 inches.**

I love that Vemma Bod•ē has
really transformed my family;
together we have lost almost
50 pounds.**

I love that it is so easy to
follow.

My kids are proud and now
think that I’m skinny.

What an amazing impact this
has had on our family’s
world.”

 

James Malewicki
Brand Partner from Illinois

Lost 26 pounds and 10 inches.**

Bod•ē is a great product. Since my childhood, I have been
fighting my weight problem.

I started changing my life around and lost 35 pounds, but then
had trouble getting rid of the rest.

Thanks to Bod•ē being added to my diet and workouts, I was
able to get rid of the extra pounds I wanted to lose.**

Thank you for this product!”

 

Shelly Clough
Brand Partner from Colorado

Lost 31 pounds and 18 ½ inches.**

I joined the 12 week challenge with
the hope of losing weight …
something I’ve tried numerous
times.

The ‘D’ word has been a part of my
life for the last 30 years.

This transformation has been
completely different for me!

This is not a diet, rather it’s a new
and easy lifestyle to maintain. Real
food, the easy to follow plan, the



built-in support system and
website, were all keys to my
success!

I’m going to need a new wardrobe,
as even the smallest of 3 sizes kept
in my closet are now too big.**”

 

Eddy Price
Brand Partner from California

Lost 2 pounds and 5 inches in the waist.**

I am really enjoying the Bod•ē Transformation Program; it’s
easy to follow, I am never hungry and I have tons of energy.**
I am actually losing that gut.**

I never would have thought that I could have a
nutritionist/coach/trainer for free.

It makes it so easy to do and not only is it changing my life, I
am seeing the same happening for others.”

 

Bethany Huston



Brand Partner from Colorado

Lost 14 pounds and 10 inches.**

I knew I was sleeping better and felt like I had more energy,
but I had no idea the inches that were shedding off my body in
the process.**

After my 6 week photos, I was amazed at the results and the
lean muscle that was present on my body!**

I even went to Hawaii and Vegas, and I was still able to lose
14 pounds and almost as many inches.**

These simple products and program are truly revolutionary.”

 

Marty Tharp
Brand Partner from Indiana

Lost 37 pounds and 15 inches.**

I have lost weight in the past, but always had to starve
myself.

On the Bod•ē program, I was never hungry and my energy
level was always good.**

I am going to continue on the program; I still have more
weight to lose.

I feel healthier than ever and I can’t wait to go to the doctor
in June!**”

 

Clara Jo Worth
Brand Partner from Missouri

Lost 11 pounds and 10 inches.**

This has been one of the most
eye opening experiences in my
life!



My journey on Bod•ē has even
inspired me to become a
personal trainer!

The choices that I’ve made to
live a healthier life have also
affected my family; we are
eating healthier, tasty meals
and the best part is that I lost
fat doing it!**”

 

Bob Malewicki
Brand Partner from Illinois

Lost 18 pounds and 12 inches.**

I feel great and confident because I now weigh 180 pounds.**

Thank you for this wonderful product which has a great taste
and is very simple to take.

This has changed my health, body and life for the better.**

Thank you!”



 

Crissy Stephens
Brand Partner from Illinois

Lost 15 pounds and 18 inches.**

This has been the best thing I have ever done for not only
myself, but for my family.

I have never felt better as a woman and a mother.

I am so happy to have been introduced to Bod•ē by Vemma!

I will never live a day without it again!”

 

Bob Moore
Brand Partner from Texas

Lost 27 pounds and 15 inches.**

As a kid weighing 210 in the eighth grade, I was always chubby
to fat, and have traveled up and down every diet path.
Weighing as much as 256, I finally got sick and tired of being
fat and having no energy.

I started the Bod•ē transformation and each week I made
progress.

My weight today is 171 pounds and my pants size is 38.**

I feel great and look pretty darn good for a man who
celebrated my 80th birthday recently.**”

 



Amber Grebmeier
Brand Partner from Colorado

Lost 19 pounds and 8 inches.**

Feeling great! Fitting into almost all of my old jeans!**”

 

Travis Miklethun
Brand Partner from Arizona

Lost 38 pounds and 16 inches.**

I am completely blown away
with the 12-week Bod•ē
Transformation Challenge and
the results it has helped me
achieve.**

I am a couple weeks shy of my
40th birthday and I haven’t felt
this good since my mid-
20′s.**After my wife and I had
our twin daughters and I started
my first business, my workouts
became less consistent. I packed
on 46 pounds even though on
several occasions I would try to
lose weight, but the results were
too slow to keep me motivated.

That’s why Bod•ē was such a
blessing; it super charged the
results which kept me motivated
to stay with it.**”

 



Darcy Atkins
Brand Partner from Illinois

Lost 16 pounds and 12 ½ inches.**

Very happy with my results considering the fact that I did not do
any exercising until the start of week 10.**

Wish I had made myself start exercising sooner, as I’m sure my
results would have been even better.**

I’m starting the challenge over again so excited to see where I will
be in another 12 weeks!”

 

Douglas MacKay
Brand Partner from North Carolina

Lost 23 pounds and 6 ¼ inches.**

My challenge was to lose around 16-lbs to get to 165 lbs, down
from my original weight of 181.7 lbs, to achieve a trim and
athletic shape.

I broke past my 16-pound goal just after the first month.**

I was really surprised at just how quickly my body was burning
off the fat, and I had good energy levels, even for a workout at
the gym.**

Overall, the Bod•ē program has been easy to follow. And simple.
I like simple.”

 

Bill Phillips
Brand Partner from Florida

Lost 23 pounds and 28 inches.**

Being a part of the Vemma Bod•ē Challenge has definitely been
a life-changing experience.

Now with Bod•ē and a healthy diet plan, I have more energy
than I’ve had in a long time; daily afternoon naps are no longer
necessary and I am able to focus better on my responsibilities
in my full time job.**

Because of the obvious weight loss, people close to me are really
noticing the changes in me that I look younger, healthier and
want this amazing program too!**

Thank you for helping me help myself!”



 

Ronald Greene
Brand Partner from Kentucky

Lost 31 pounds and 5 inches.**

I just love drinking the Bod•ē Burn.

I believe you can’t sustain a program if you’re hungry all the
time.

My major success comes from following the plan of eating 5
times a day and drinking the Bod•ē Burn.** It’s making it easy
to fight the hunger.**”



 

Kevin Turner
Brand Partner from Georgia

Lost 26 pounds and 7 inches in the waist.**

My Bod•ē transformation has become my lifestyle.

I knew that in order to lose weight like no one else was
losing, I needed to do something no one else was doing. For
me, that was using the Bod•ē products and the Bod•ē Plan.

Everything about the product is simple and represents what
Vemma stands for, ‘Authentic precuts that you can trust and
love’.

I love Vemma, Bod•ē and the new disciplines that have now
become my healthy lifestyle!”

 

Nancy Sustersic
Brand Partner from Florida

Lost 31 pounds and 29 inches.**

When people see me or my pictures, they just say, ‘Whatever
she’s on, I want it!’ That is so much fun to hear.

For the first time ever, I’m shedding the weight without
fatigue or cravings or hunger.* 

Vemma Bod•ē has given me freedom to enjoy food in a whole
new light. I eat more food now than I ever have in the past
when I used to diet.”

 



Ralph Tack
Brand Partner from Illinois

Lost 40 pounds and 15½ inches.**

What pleases me most is the inches gone especially from my
neck. From a medical perspective, this can be as important as
weight loss around the waist.

I also fit into a medical lab coat that I wore thirty years ago.**

The program is easy to follow, and it not only helps me lose
weight, it complements a good diet regimen.**”

 

Mark Scuderi
Brand Partner from New Jersey

Lost 17 pounds and 9 inches.**

Weight gain and loss [have] been a constant issue for me over
my 38 years on earth. I love to eat — what Italian doesn’t?

Within the first week on the Bod•ē Plan, I could already tell a
difference in how my clothes fit.**

But my eight-year-old put it all in perspective for me and
gave me one of life’s little moments that I will never forget.
When he gave me my good-night hug, he stepped back and
said, ‘Wow Dad, usually I can’t get my arms all the way
around you. Pretty soon you will be able to run around and
play with me in the backyard!’

Vemma Bod•ē is a solution that has taught me how to lose fat,
build muscle, and most importantly, give my son his dad
back.**”

 



Annette Galliher
Brand Partner from Washington

Lost 23 pounds and 10 inches.**

This Bod•ē plan is just easy. It’s so ABC, 1,2,3 – you can’t mess
it up. If you follow the plan, you’ll lose the weight.

People have started noticing the change in me; I was at a local
Starbucks the other day and a woman there said, ‘I don’t
know what you’re doing, but I’m doing it, too.’

It’s a good feeling to share my success with others.”

 

Tony Grebmeier
Brand Partner from Colorado

Lost 42 pounds and 10 inches.**

I have spent a lifetime struggling with my weight, from this
diet to that diet, to no diet at all.

I was just getting ready to purchase size 42 jeans when I
heard about Bod•ē. I gave it a shot and WOW not only did I
lose the weight that I was struggling with for the longest
time, before you know it I was down 42 pounds and almost 10
body inches.**

Now I am wearing size 34 jeans!**

I fit into my old wardrobe again and feel better than I have in
a long time.**”



 

Bethany Alkazin
Brand Partner from California

Lost 16 pounds and 15 inches.**

The loss of weight and inches have been fabulous!**

After having gone through two back surgeries, I put on a lot of
weight some time back. But now I’m down 16 pounds and 15
inches — and it’s the inches that I’m most excited about.**

My bootie is smaller right now than it was when I was in my
twenties!**

I went from wearing a size ten in pants, to a size four.**”

 

Eric Elliott
Brand Partner from Illinois

No matter how much I worked out, I couldn’t get a six
pack to show.

I started the Vemma Bod•ē program, hitting it hard
and sticking to the food plan. Within 10 days, I started
seeing results I’d never seen before!**

My experience was so impressive that when I posted
my before and after pictures, I started enrolling a lot of
people through Bod•ē parties.** Last week I enrolled
four people just with Bod•ē, and half of them have
purchased Silver Bod•ē Builder Packs.”

 



Carolyn Stevens
Brand Partner from Missouri

Lost 32 pounds and over 27 inches.**

There has not been one week that I have not lost weight, which of
course is incredible, but the bonus is that I have never once felt
deprived.**

I can say that after years of struggling with this, I never dreamed
that I would ever find anything that works the way Vemma Bod•ē
does.**

It’s truly remarkable!”

 

Adam Howland
Vemma Employee

Lost 27 pounds and 16 inches.**

Because of the changes Bod•ē has
helped me make in my lifestyle,
this is something I can maintain
and keep with.

The energy I have, the ability I
now have to keep up with my son
who is 4 years old by getting out
and throwing the ball around with
him, is something you can’t put a
price on.**”

 

Jed Buenaluz



Brand Partner from California

Lost over 23 pounds.**

I was in a situation where fast food was convenience.

I’ve tried all the diets in the world, but I don’t think they
understand what I was going through just because you
gain so much weight; it’s very hard to just drop that.

With the Vemma Bod•ē Plan, I was able to drop the
weight and ended up losing over 23 pounds.**”

 

Doug Thompson
Brand Partner from Arizona

Lost 29 pounds and 13 inches.**

After basically living a single life in restaurants for the past 27
years, I had developed plenty of unhealthy eating habits and
piled on the pounds.

Going into the program I soon realized how little I knew about
healthy eating. I actually now enjoy going to the grocery store.
It’s almost like I didn’t know there is so much cool stuff in there
that’s actually good for you. And, I actually am saving quite a
bit of money now that restaurants are a treat, instead of a
necessary function.”



 

Dave Rasmussen
Brand Partner from Arizona

Lost 25 pounds and 5 inches in the waist.**

Since I lost 25 lbs and 5 inches off my waist, people have
been asking me how I did it.

What an easy way for me to introduce them to our business.

I’m like a walking billboard.”

 

Cynthia Pincombe
Brand Partner from Missouri

Lost 25 1/2 pounds.**

The Vemma Bod•ē Plan has helped me create a lifestyle that
I can do forever. It’s so easy to follow because I’m eating
real food, burning fat, yet never feeling like I’m on a diet.**

Plus, I have my own virtual personal coach and trainer that
keeps me on track, daily text reminders, and a mobile app.

They fit into my lifestyle perfectly. I love working with a
company that’s as forward thinking as I am.”

 



Gary Kurtz
Brand Partner from California

Lost 27 pounds.**

I’m so excited not just about losing the weight, but what
Vemma Bod•ē did for my body, and the transformation that
took place.**

I really feel that I’ve decreased my age by 20 years!**”

 

Michelle Barnes
Brand Partner from Colorado

Lost 23 1/2 pounds and 16 inches.**

You can actually live and enjoy life! If there is a party or a holiday,
we’ve been taught these little ‘mini course corrections’ to get back
on track — so you don’t feel like you might as well throw in the
towel if you eat bad one day, or one weekend!

You learn so much about your body and how it uses food, so that
you never go back to the way you were before.”

 



Marla Brady
Brand Partner from Illinois

Lost 25 pounds and 28 inches.**

When asked how my clothes are fitting, they don’t!

That is the most satisfying statement I have said in a long time!

My clothes are too big!! Yahoo!!”

 

Tony Wallace
Brand Partner from Virginia

Lost 35 pounds and 11 inches

in the first 7 weeks.**

Vemma Bod•ē plan is not a diet.

It is a way to change your eating habits for good!

First, it helps you healthfully jump-start your weight loss; and
second, the food cycling teaches you how your body processes
proteins and carbs*†

You learn the correct way to eat them so you can change your
eating habits for a lifetime.”

 

Cheryl Baskins
Brand Partner from North Carolina

Lost 34 pounds and 30 inches

in just 12 weeks.**

I haven’t felt this confident about a so-called ‘diet’ in a long
time.

The Vemma Bod•ē products and plan helped me change my
eating habits and learn how to choose the right
combinations of foods.**

In this new chapter of my life, I have been transformed into



a younger, happier and healthier Cheryl.**”

 

Ronnie Felts
Brand Partner from South Carolina

Lost 30 pounds and 24 inches.**

Best and easiest diet ever.

Put on a sweater I bought this August and it is so big now I will
have to give it to one of my sons. Lucky them!!”

 

Wallace Faust
“Uncle Sonny”

Lost 27 pounds and 4 inches.**

I was tipping the scale at 202 before I started this 12-week
Vemma Bod•ē transformation journey. I now weigh in at 175
pounds!**

I never took the before and after measurements of my body.
However, I used to wear a size 38 waist pants, and now I
wear a size 34 with a belt, or else they slide off my hips.**

The Vemma Bod•ē Plan was easy to follow, and I needed that
since I work the night shift. When you’re awake when most
people are asleep, it’s tough to stay on any program.



I needed this transformation to happen because I’ll need all
the energy I can get to be “Uncle Sonny” to the beautiful
Boreyko boys!**”

 

BK Boreyko
Founder & CEO of Vemma

Lost 25 pounds and 9 inches.**

Never once while I was eating a steak did I ever think, boy I
sure wish I had a shake to drink instead!

This program is not about replacing a meal and eating less.
It’s about eating more often and losing body fat.

Never in my life have I had so much lean muscle!!”



Get FREE Report – 33 Reasons Why YOU & YOUR KIDS Need VEMMA FormulaContact Us

Terms & ConditionsPrivacy PolicyBuy Online

 

**Results not typical, you may not do as well. Two pilot studies conducted by Vemma showed that 55 participants who followed the Vemma Bod•ē Transformation Plan for 12 weeks lost an
average of 14.8 pounds. Not all participants will complete the plan, or accurately follow the directions and guidelines of the plan. Vemma Nutrition Company recommends you follow a
healthy approach to weight loss by consulting with your physician or healthcare provider before starting any new exercise, diet plan, nutrition or supplementation program, particularly if
you suffer from any medical condition or regularly use prescription or over-the-counter medications. The Vemma Bod•ē products as part of the Vemma Bod•ē 12-Week Transformation Plan
should be used in conjunction with a healthy diet and 10 minutes of daily exercise.
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